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Abstract

Autonomous systems, including autonomous cars, have become a prominent research topic in recent years due to their potentials for improving safety for users and the potential commercial success for automotive industries. The increase in studying autonomous vehicles is recently motivated by the advancements in machine learning. One of the most challenging tasks of autonomous vehicles is self-navigation, which dynamically makes decisions for movement based on the learned surrounding environment. Although many efforts have been denoted to improving the self-navigation, most of the efforts focus on solely using deep neural networks (DNN) to analyze the environmental images captured by the video sensors on the vehicles. This, along with best practices of gathering data and labelling the data for training, have led to high prediction accuracy. There, however, exists many undiscovered ways to optimize performance of nontrivial tasks that must navigate dynamic environments. In this paper, a hybrid deep learning network model composed of both convolutional layers and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) has been proposed to learn an environment in images by exploiting the time-series imaging data and accordingly make navigation predictions. This leads to a significant improvement in accuracy in comparison to models that do not exploit temporal information in the environmental imaging data.
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Process Analysis Statement

After discussing my research opportunities with Dr. Wu, we decided that I should explore robotic autonomous navigation. This is one of the fastest growing areas of machine learning in recent years, with companies such as Uber and Tesla promoting their development of self-driving cars. A previous Master’s student named Junhong Xu wrote a paper over Avoidance of Manual Labeling in Robotic Autonomous Navigation Through Multi-Sensory Semi-Supervised Learning on Big Data (Xu, et al 2017). This paper discusses the first known case of implementing imitation learning (that is, the robot imitates the actions of an expert) with multi-sensory design. This framework was further improved in his work Shared Multi-Task Imitation Learning for Indoor Self-Navigation (Xu, et al 2018). Dr. Wu and I discussed the potential for improving this framework, and this proposed model is discussed in Section IV.

I began my research with no knowledge of machine learning, advanced statistics, or robotic frameworks. I spent nearly half of my research time studying these topics, so that I would have a better understanding of how to improve the existing framework for autonomous navigation. After learning enough to begin working, I began the arduous process of integrating the existing framework over to the new robot that I was to use. The previous robot was a ROOMBA with a TX1 board and a ZED camera. The robot that I used for my research was a racecar robot with a TX2 board, attached with a ZED camera, an odometer, and VESC motors. Junhong had made this robot partially work, but some of the libraries and software were outdated when I began working. I decided it would be easier to recreate environments and update everything myself before beginning my work.
I then could recreate the results that Junhong gathered using his framework from his papers. I needed to recreate these on the racecar robot because I could not compare his results of the old ROOMBA with the newer racecar robot. This is because the newer robot is faster and behaves differently, so I needed to train the model Junhong created again. I began by collecting a large dataset of images by manually driving the robot through classrooms and hallways. I then trained these images on the neural network that Junhong created, in order to make the robot navigate through environments autonomously. Afterwards, I created my own model and trained it using the same dataset that was used for Junhong’s model.

An alternative topic that I covered in my paper is how to collect training data. Junhong used dataset aggregation (DAgger) to collect data. This involves using imitation learning to manually drive around the robot for the first iteration. The following four iterations have the robot drive itself, while labelling what the robot should have been doing. This leads to the robot crashing into obstacles while labelling that it should have avoided them. In real applications this could be difficult to replicate since it could place the driver or the vehicle in harm’s way. I also use a method I call safe imitation learning that allows the robot to remain in control until it is about to crash. Then, before it crashes, the master takes back control of what the robot should do.
1. Introduction

1.1 Problem Statement

The subfield of machine learning known as deep learning has sparked an interest in researching autonomous driving over the past decade. With the advancements in computation power in the last decade, it has become feasible to use artificial neural networks as opposed to Visual SLAM to solve autonomous navigation problems (Milz, et al, 2018). Moreover, deep learning could potentially lead to more efficient results in comparison to SLAM. Most of the deep learning based autonomous navigation solutions use deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for dynamic problems such as navigating unpredictable surroundings, but there lacks the capability to exploit the temporal information that is embedded alongside the movement of vehicles.

CNNs are typically applied to imagery for computer vision. These neural networks consist of convolutional layers that allow for breaking down images into feature maps. This is applicable for tasks such as image classification, facial recognition, and optical character recognition. In contrast to CNNs, recurrent neural networks (RNNs) form a directed graph and are useful for processing temporal sequences. Their applications include sentiment analysis, speech recognition, and text classification. RNNs are capable of learning from previous inputs when making predictions of current actions. One problem that can arise from RNNs is that gradients can vanish if unable to backpropagate far enough in a sequence. Alternatively, exploding gradients could occur if weights earlier in the sequence are affected too much. Long short-term memory (LSTM) is a specific type of RNN that avoids this vanishing gradient problem.
using a forget gate that allows for retaining information from previous layers (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997).

In this thesis, we propose a LSTM-CNN model with the architecture synergizing the advantages of both CNN and LSTM models. Autonomous navigation requires the use of temporally sequential images, and so both types of neural networks are required to achieve higher results. In the proposed model, the input of images are fed into CNNs, which output the feature maps of an image. The feature maps are then fed into an LSTM so that previous features can be remembered while making decisions. The output of this LSTM-CNN architecture is then further processed for multiple navigation tasks.

1.2 Potential Research Problems

Robotic navigation is essential to autonomous driving. In recent years, the efficiency of self-localization and path planning has improved. There are many techniques ranging from using reinforcement learning (Faust, et al, 2018), utilizing gateway beacon emitters (Ozick, et al, 2015), or biologically inspired methods using rats’ strategies for navigation (Rama, et al, 2018). Some implementations perform better than others, depending on the applications we are using robotic navigation for. In this paper, our goal is to design a method that is efficient for generalized navigation across different indoor environments, regardless of dynamic or static obstacles.

1.3 Motivation for Deep Learning

To solve robotic navigation, we use deep learning. This allows for a flexible model that can adapt to different environments that could have dynamic obstacles. Deep learning has the
ability to learn multiple layers of representation, where each layer corresponds to its own features it abstracts from the network’s input. The higher-level features build upon lower-level features, which allows for abstraction that can make sense of data (Deng & Yu, 2014). It is for this reason that deep learning is effective at making decisions that can adapt to different environments, and thus it is useful for robotic navigation.

In section 2 of this thesis, we will cover the backgrounds of CNNs and RNNs, and compare both networks’ architectures. We will also discuss a related work known as the Shared Multi-Task Imitation Learning (SMIL) model, and what attributes are incorporated into our model. Similar deep learning architectures applied in sequence prediction problems are also discussed. In section 3, we present an analytical approach to viewing the LSTM-CNN architecture proposed in this paper. We also discuss alternative dataset collection methodologies that will be proposed in this paper, in an attempt to discover improvements to existing practices. Next, in section 4, we present the experiment and environment settings used in order to replicate the results of this paper. The overall performance between the Shared Multi-Task Imitation Learning (SMIL) architecture is also compared to the LSTM-CNN architecture. Finally, the conclusion and future work are discussed in Section 5.

2. Background & Related Works

2.1 Background

An image can pass through a convolutional neural network (CNN) to map the features that an image contains (Alom, et al, 2018). Features can be anything ranging from the size and shapes of objects, to locations of pixel colors in an image. The images that pass through a CNN
are stored as a tensor comprised of the images’ pixels and color channels. The CNN uses kernel
convolution to shift filters over a N-dimensional matrix of the images’ input values. This
produces a N-dimensional matrix of features. In the example presented in figure 2.1, we use a
2D matrix for input with a kernel size of 2x2. The input layer may be more than 2-dimensions if
we use multiple color channels, or if the output of a CNN is fed into another CNN layer.

![Figure 2.1](image)

Figure 2.1: A stride of 1 is used as the filter passes over the input values. The value of 23 is found by calculating $1 \times 4 + 2 \times 3 + 4 \times 2 + 5 \times 1$. The filter then shifts to the right until it reaches the end, and then moves down to the next row.

CNNs are a type of feedforward neural network that do not form a loop, so
backpropagation is used to train the model. After passing through the CNN, the gradient of the
loss function is computed with respect to each weight by the chain rule. This is performed
backwards iteratively, one layer at a time, which is called backpropagation. Backpropagation
can be performed by taking the derivatives of the parameters and update the weights using an
optimization algorithm, such as gradient descent, to minimize the cost function.

Recurrent neural networks (RNN) are not feedforward networks. They are composed of
consecutive layers, where each unit in a layer is connected to every unit in subsequent layers.
This allows nodes to be connected to both upstream and downstream nodes. We can then
backpropagate and adjust the weights for each neuron. However, one weakness in an RNN is
that it is difficult to backpropagate in long sequences of recurrent networks. Alternatively, it
can also lead to the opposite problem with exploding gradients. One solution to this problem is a special type of RNN known as long short-term memory (LSTM).

In addition to input and output gates, LSTMs also contain a forget gate. Figure 2.2 illustrates the architecture of LSTM units unfolded so that the output $Y_{t-1}$ of a unit feeds into the next unit along with the input $X_t$. The memory cell $C$ is updated as it passes through each unit. By adjusting the forget gate and input gate, the LSTM can decide the weights of previous units’ outputs while calculating the output of the current unit.

**Figure 2.2**: Each unit of an LSTM contains a forget gate, input gate, and output gate. The sigmoid function, $\sigma$, and hyperbolic tangent functions are used to update each gate.

### 2.2 Related Works

Robotic navigation is a sequential prediction problem, where imitation learning is often used to collect data. The methodology behind dataset collection is important in determining the outcome of neural networks. The datasets that are used help to dictate the performance of the policies that are trained. Dataset aggregation (DAgger) is popularly used for imitation learning, as it is well-known for training a deterministic policy with high performance and
allowing the policies to collect training data in off-course situations (Ross, et al 2010; Zhang & Cho 2016).

In Dagger, the first iteration uses expert decisions to collect data. The following iterations use the newest policy to collect data that will train the next policy. This means that the policy is making actions (that control the car in our example). The labelling of the data, however, is performed by the expert. DAgger is further illustrated in figure 2.3 using a flowchart to compare how each iteration collects data for dataset D.

![Figure 2.3: DAgger first trains a policy on expert decisions. Each successive policy is trained based on states and actions from both the current policy and the expert.](image)

An alternative to DAgger is safe imitation learning. This is a method to train imitation learning safely in the intended, non-simulated environment, which is to be discussed in Section 3.

Self-navigation in a dynamic environment is very challenging for machine learning. Complex tasks that robots must perform cannot be defined as a single task. Tasks must be decomposed into multiple components, and the robot must become proficient in each sub-task. This is discussed in Shared Multi-Task Imitation Learning for Indoor Self-Navigation (Xu, et al 2018), where a remote-controlled car must drive through different environments without
collisions. Each environment demands different behaviors from the car, but all tasks are similar in that they must identify their surroundings and predict which direction to move. The multiple tasks can therefore be shared and learn from each other as they are trained. This idea of shared multi-task learning has been researched before (Caruana 1998) but multi-task imitation learning has not been researched until recently (Codevilla, et al 2017; Duan, et al 2017). Imitation learning allows for imitating a master that does not make mistakes.

In addition to using the SMIL framework, the model proposed in this paper contains Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) units to help predict future actions from previous images. In general, LSTM-CNN architectures are utilized in application that have sequences of images (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber 1997). This is demonstrated in video action recognition where a CNN breaks down features in images and an LSTM can predict what is being done in a video based on the sequences of images (Wang, et al). An example of LSTM-CNN in robotic navigation recently is (Yang, et al 2018) where multi-modal multi-task learning is used. Our architecture is unique in that it uses shared multi-task imitation learning (SMIL) to hopefully reach higher performance with less training data required.

3. SMIL-LSTM

In this thesis, we propose a model called SMIL-LSTM, which exploits both the advantages of CNN and RNN. In the paper Shared Multi-Task Imitation Learning for Indoor Self-Navigation (Xu, et al 2018), robotic navigation was effective when using the SMIL model. A higher level of performance was observed compared to similar models that did not take advantage of multi-task settings or shared learning. However, there is room for improvement in the architecture of the network. Robotic navigation is a sequential problem, and so using
recurrent neural networks such as an LSTM permits the network to view previous images while calculating an action. This can be inserted into the architecture, after the CNNs break down images into features in the network.

### 3.1 Architecture Overview

The SMIL-LSTM model consists of three portions of the network that can be viewed as sub-networks (figure 3.1). Input will enter the model through the environmental interpretation network, which uses a ResNet-18 to break down images into features. This is passed along to the temporal network that is composed of an LSTM layer for sequential data. The last portion of the model is the task sharing network, which permits the use of shared multi-task learning for the model to distinguish tasks and train quickly.

*Figure 3.1: The SMIL-LSTM architecture contains 4 separate sub-policies to allow for the different tasks. These all benefit from shared learning during back-propagation.*
3.2 Environmental Interpretation Network

The architecture of the LSTM-CNN model begins by passing an image into a Resnet-18 (figure 3.2). Deep networks are useful for image recognition; however, they can lead to degradation of the model. This is caused by the increasing network complexity and the diminishing gradient if the networks are too deep. Residual networks (ResNets) allow for the use of deep CNNs without impeding performance (Kaiming He, et al, 2015). ResNets have residual blocks that skip over layers. This allows for the identity function to easily be learnt, but to also possibly learn more from each layer. Each layer in this Resnet consists of a convolutional layer, batch norm 2D, ReLU, and a maxpool 2D.

![ResNet-18 Diagram](image)

*Figure 3.2: A ResNet-18 is initially used in the network for convolutional layers for visual recognition through the robot’s camera.*

3.3 Temporal Network

The output of the Resnet-18 is passed to a unidirectional LSTM layer (figure 3.3). This is unidirectional because the network cannot view future images in real-time while the robot is navigating an environment. This layer contains a hidden dimension of 512, meaning that there are 512 features that are created by the LSTM. The graph is retained in order to maintain the
hidden states for backpropagation. The hidden states will reset when a new video begins (in order to reset the LSTM), or if memory runs out in the system.

3.4 Task Sharing Network

The LSTM passes its output to a sub-policy that contains three fully connected layers (figure 3.4). The sub-policy $n$ is chosen based on which environment the robot detects. The output of layer $l_2$ for each sub-policy is placed through an add operation, and then passed to $l_3$. This layer then predicts the acceleration and steering angle in response to the image that was passed through the network. Backpropagation allows for shared learning between all sub-policies since the gradients will move through the add operation and through $l_2$ of each sub-policy.
3.5 Safe Imitation Learning

This research also presents safe imitation learning - an alternative to DAgger. It may not always be possible to collect off-course data, due to endangering researchers or the cost of damaging the vehicle. In these situations, it would be best to allow the policy to run but take control before any collision. DAgger is shown to be a no-regret method for online machine learning (Ross, et al 2010; Zhang & Cho 2016). This means that DAgger is able to achieve efficient results in hindsight when working on sequential data that cannot be in batch form. In this paper, we will compare safe imitation learning to DAgger and determine if it is as efficient as DAgger, which would result in it being a no-regret method.

Figure 3.5 illustrates the differences between safe imitation learning and DAgger. The first iteration for safe imitation learning is the same as DAgger – it collects images based on the
expert’s decisions. The following iterations collects data based on the newest policy to train the next policy. In other words, actions and images are labelled by the policy’s decisions with no expert intervention. The only instances that the expert will intervene is when the car is going to collide with an obstacle, in which case the expert takes over labelling and controlling the robot. This methodology would allow for the robot to decide what actions are best for pursuing during the training iterations, and the expert only intervenes when the robot begins to go off-track. Minimizing expert intervention allows for an alternative so that the robot can learn more naturally what actions to take.

Figure 3.5: Safe imitation learning trains the first policy based on expert decisions. Unlike DAgger, each successive policy’s dataset is collected by only having actions and states from the expert if the policy goes off-course.

4. Implementation and Performance Evaluation

4.1 Experiment Settings

4.1.1 Device and Equipment

The robotic vehicle that was driven in this research used a NVIDIA TX2 board, attached with a front-facing ZED camera, an odometer, and VESC motors (figure 4.1). Spring suspension
systems were used to cushion the robotic car from collisions. Robot Operating System (ROS) allowed for recording data and communicating between processes. The model was trained and tested in PyTorch. This allowed for quick, iterative implementations using Python, while also using a robust framework that provides optimized deep learning algorithms.

![The car is built for maneuverability and durability as it navigates through classrooms and hallways.](image)

The hyperparameters used in training were the same for all models across all tasks. Adam optimizer is used with a learning rate of $5 \times 10^{-4}$ and a weight decay of $1 \times 10^{-5}$. Although Adam often fails to converge to optimal solutions compared to SGD, it is preferred in this problem statement as it allows for quicker converging (Kingma & Ba, 2017). We train each model’s policy for 30 epochs with a batch size of 256 for the SMIL models and a batch size of 64 for the LSTM-SMIL models. The LSTM-SMIL models need a smaller batch size because of limitations imposed on the memory. Dropout is set to 0.3, meaning the probability of a neuron’s activation is 30% that it will be set to 0.
4.1.2 Environments and Methodologies

Both the SMIL model and LSTM-CNN model are trained iteratively 5 times each using the proposed method of safe imitation learning. Each iteration of both models collects 8,000 images for each of the four sub-tasks, which are described in the next section, for a total of 32,000 images per iteration. After collecting the new dataset, the newest policy is loaded up and trained further. Separately, two other models are trained for the SMIL and LSTM-CNN architectures using dataset aggregation (DAgger) instead of safe imitation learning.

Multiple training environments were used to help mitigate overfitting of the model (figure 2). Varying levels of brightness, color, and spatial restrictions prevented the model from learning secondary patterns that might not be relevant in practice. All models were trained in the same locations. This ensured that there were no bias to the performance of these models caused by dataset collection. Each policy’s dataset consisted of ~16,000 images at Ball State University on the third floor of Robert Bell, and ~16,000 images on the first floor of Robert Bell. The testing environments to compare results of each model were held on the first floor of Robert Bell, in separate locations from where training data was collected.
4.1.3 Tasks

Each model was tested with ten separate attempts to perform each task. Table 4.1 defines the descriptions and conditions for passing a task. The conditions were created in such a way that no task would perform perfectly. This allows for knowing the full extent of each model’s ability, and the accuracy for each models’ tasks. Time limits are imposed on each task during testing to measure if the model can discover the correct path. These were determined based on the distance that the robot would have to travel in order to reach its target location. The traverse-classroom and to-hallway tasks were also considered more challenging, with many obstacles that are difficult to detect, such as the metal legs of chairs. To make up for this, we allow for a second chance at traversal if there is a collision during an attempt.
Table 4.1: The four sub-tasks are described and failing conditions during testing are analyzed. Time limits are imposed in case the model is unable to reach its intended goal within a reasonable time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Task Description</th>
<th>Failing Condition</th>
<th>Time Limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traverse Hallway</td>
<td>The robot is initialized at one end of a hallway. It must traverse approximately 40 meters through hallways without collision.</td>
<td>If the robot collides into objects or exceeds the time limit, we count it as a failure. If the robot passes through a classroom, we count as a failure.</td>
<td>1 min 30 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Classroom</td>
<td>The robot is initialized randomly 10 meters away from the classroom. It must pass through the entrance and reach 5 meters inside of the classroom without collision.</td>
<td>If the robot collides into an object or exceeds the time limit without passing through a classroom, we count it as a failure.</td>
<td>30 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traverse Classroom</td>
<td>The robot is initialized in one corner of the classroom. It must traverse to the other side of the classroom without collision.</td>
<td>If the robot collides with an object, we reroute it back on track. If it collides a second time or exceeds the time limit without traversing the entire room, we count it as a failure.</td>
<td>1 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Hallway</td>
<td>The robot is initialized 10 meters away from the classroom exit. It must go through the doorway and reach 5 meters inside the hallway without collision.</td>
<td>If the robot collides with an object, we reroute it back on track. If it collides a second time or exceeds the time limit without exiting the classroom, we count it as a failure.</td>
<td>30 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Results

The validation loss of the SMIL-LSTM model suggests that the LSTM provides higher accuracy for the model over the simple SMIL model (figure 4.3). The first and last training iterations of the policies are compared when DAgger was used for dataset collection. The Means Square Error (MSE) was used to calculate the loss for each epoch. The comparisons of the final training runs show the validation loss of SMIL-LSTM to be nearly half that of the SMIL model.
The SMIL-LSTM model was proven to be more accurate than the SMIL model, especially in traversing through spaces (table 4.2). When navigating all environments, the LSTM model was observed to take advantage of wider berths around edges of objects, so as not to make unnecessary collisions. In comparison, the SMIL model would cut corners and often collide when it could have avoided errors. Both models had difficulties, however, when faced with going into classrooms and hallways. When viewed from the side, all models would often avoid turning toward the doorframe. This could be caused on how the models were trained but could also have been improved with the use of multiple cameras to detect images of the doorway from the side of the car.

Table 4.2: Architecture Performances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>traverse hallway</th>
<th>traverse classroom</th>
<th>to classroom</th>
<th>to hallway</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SMIL-LSTM DAgger</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMIL DAgger</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMIL-LSTM safe imitation</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMIL safe imitation</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DAgger data collection resulted in much higher accuracy than the proposed safe imitation learning data collection, with performance more than doubled (table 4.2). The poor performance of the safe imitation learning was most likely caused by confusing directions during training. Therefore, safe imitation learning is not a no-regret method that can be used for semi-supervised learning. The autonomous policy directed the model into objects, whereas the human (expert) directed the model away. These conflicting directions most likely led to inconsistently training the model.

5. Conclusions

The addition of a long short-term memory cell to the existing SMIL model resulted in higher accuracy and more cautious behavior in the model. While attempts were made to optimize this model, different developments might also lead to better results. In contrast to the architecture used in this work, reinforcement learning might be an alternative that allows for less tedious data collection (Talpaert, et al 2019). AlexNet has also been shown to be effective when used for single color videoframes for autonomous vehicles (Teti, et al 2018), and so future work may replace the ResNet with an AlexNet. Hardware improvements also would improve performance remarkably. Cameras allowing multi-directional vision would allow the racecar to recognize objects that would otherwise be unidentified. A laser rangefinder may also provide better multi-sensory data to the model to make more informed decisions.

Dataset collection using the proposed method of safe imitation learning was inefficient compared to DAgger. This is most likely caused by conflicting commands when directing the robot. When this data is collected and trained, the model is incapable of minimizing the loss
function due to these contradictory commands. In the future, there may be further ways to improve on the quality and quantity of data. Adaptive swarm intelligence, for example, would lead to collaborative “swarm” computing continuously feeding data into the model (Zedadra, et al 2018; Vega & Pradip 2019). Both the model’s architecture and methodologies will lead to further improvements in autonomous navigation.
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